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VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT REPORT 

Drafted by:  Anna Reshetova, FSL Business Development Specialist  

Date:  19 April 2017  

Locations:  
 

Rayons of Svatovo, Stabobelsk, Byelokurakino, Markovka, Novopskov, 
Novoaydar  
 

 

Context 

Due to remoteness of the above mentioned (except Novoyadar) rayons from the front line it is commonly 

assumed that local population are in a less vulnerable position compared to populations of the buffer zone 

settlements (Stanitsa Luhanska, Popasna and Novoaydar rayons). Nevertheless a range of factors closely related 

to the military conflict and its effect on population and local economy have invoked a chain reaction that affects 

local population of the mentioned rayons.  

The range of social surveys (local population and IDPs, local entrepreneurs) and interviews with rayon officials 

was conducted to reveal the hidden but 

significant vulnerability of local population 

entailed by the conflict and aggravated by 

deterioration of the economic situation all over 

Ukraine.  

Discussions and interviews were conducted in six 

rayons mentioned above in which the 

representatives of local community, IDPs, and 

micro businesses participated. Officials from local 

authorities, heads of Economic Development 

Units and Labor Centers were also interviewed to 

finalize the research.  

Geographic position  

The geographic position of the rayons provides 

for close relation of existing business, self-

employment and farming to Russia. 

Predominantly industrial NGCA consumed the 

majority of goods produced by vastly agricultural 

current GCA of Luhansk Oblast.  Currently these 

vital and essential markets are inaccessible. 

Before the conflict local farmers supplied their 

products to Russia and to Russian visitors 

traveling though the border. After 2014 the 

border control has been tightened and the flow 
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of vehicle from Russia has become significantly small.   

Consuming goods and products produced by current GCA Luhansk at the same time was providing raw materials 

to various scale businesses on current GCA (fabrics, spare parts, etc.); some enterprises had part of their 

operation cycle in Luhansk (cloths cutting for sewing shop, printing out of newspapers and magazines, etc.); 

repair and equipment replacement was done also in NGCA. Now this deficit makes businesspersons reduce or 

even cease their production and as a result dismiss the employees. On the background of growing 

unemployment the jobless IDPs compete with the local population for work.    

Certain part of local population used to travel for work to Russia. Now young and men of working age don’t 

cross the border because of the fear to be recruited into the army.  Such a way they have to compete for work 

places either somewhere in other places of the country (which is rather hard due to unemployment and 

unreasonably high rent cost increased as the consequent of IDPs displacement), or try to find some job locally.  

Economic factors and reputation  

Notwithstanding that Northern rayons of Luhansk GCA are not exposed to direct war impact the reputation of 

a “dangerous and unpredictable location” is imposed upon them by the rest of population of Ukraine including 

business actors. Suppliers and customers are afraid to come, they don’t trust to local entrepreneurs having 

certain political prejudices or assuming financial risks related to trips to the “unstable and dangerous” locations. 

Lack of trust to local business makes the partners and suppliers work on full prepayment basis or change the 

transactions terms and conditions so that they may appear not profitable or risky for local businesspersons who 

remain dependent on such partnership.  

Broken transportation systems is one of the severest limiting factors for local business and employable 

population consequently. Before the conflict the mentioned rayons were linked with a railway that connected 

this part of Ukraine with the rest of the country and namely with Kharkiv  - one of the biggest cities  and 

important point for entrepreneurial relations for local business actors. Now this railway communication is 

destructed. At the same time due to economic situation and lack of budget in the oblast the condition of main 

highways deteriorated badly and appear to be absolutely untraficable.    

Combination on economic factors aggravated by the close location to Russia and NGCA and limited access to 

the rest of Ukraine heavily depresses this part of Luhansk Oblast that leads to reduction of economic activity, 

closure or cessation of local small and medium business that in its turn brings to large scale unemployment both 

among local population and IDPs.  

The results of interviews show that local population appears in the vulnerable condition the same as IPDs:  

growing unemployment, increased utility payments (according to data collected from local communities people 

have to pay 1000-3000 UAH per month), raised prices for basic goods and food that is complemented by the 

necessity of some part of local population to cover basic need of their relatives still residing at NGCA (sending 

money) or children study after they have been transferred from Luhansk Educational Institutions to other cities 

where the living level is higher than it was in Luhansk (Kharkiv, Kyiv).  

Farming  

The considered rayons are vastly farming, and agriculture and livestock keeping are the only sources of income 

for majority of local population. Farmers used to sell their products to Luhansk and Russia transporting them by 
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railway and comparatively good roads.  Now when these markets are closed the farming is scaling down, and 

the scope of seasonal work for local population becomes less subsequently.  

Thus, poor situation with farming has been evidenced by Mercy Corps as well and reflected in the corresponding 

report:  

“Severe economic effects of lost markets are also felt by small agricultural producers outside of the frontline 

zone. As far north as Starobilsk and Bilovodsk these producers traditionally sold up to 50% of their produce to 

markets that are now located in the NGCA.” 

“During this period local producers tried transporting their vegetables by car to markets in the three cities in 

Luhanska Oblast under government control (Severodonetsk, Lisichansk, Rubizhne) but this often proved 

economically non-viable. These cities are approximately 1/10 the size of the producers’ traditional market 

(Luhansk, Alchevsk, Krasnodon and other NGCA industrial cities) and have their own traditional produce 

suppliers. Two years without harvest income put many small farmers into debt...” 

“Before the war the greenhouse growers of Starobilsky Raion (mostly in Polovinkino, Pischane) sold 50% of their 

produce in Luhansk. Today they are cut off from this market, even as their peers in Stanitsa are benefiting from 

high prices for produce in the NGCA. About 500 families in Starobilsky Raion grow vegetables as their primary 

livelihood. The loss of the NGCA market has also strongly affected small agricultural producers in Bilovodsky 

Raion, and to a lesser extent in Svativsky Raion. Today they face strong difficulty in identifying alternative 

markets for their produce.” 

Miscellaneous  

The NGOs working in Easter Ukraine tend to select IDPs on a priority basis as the one of the most vulnerable 

groups of beneficiaries especially when the programs are implemented farther from the contact line and the 

buffer zone. Therefore, local population a priory considered as very less or not vulnerable at all, and does not 

supported properly by the humanitarian actors.  

Facts mentioned above obviously evidence the vulnerability of local population omitted by NGOs, and prove the 

influence of the conflict on their lives.  

Degradation of local business (and increase of unemployment as a result) is also conditioned by the 

entrepreneur-unfriendly governmental decisions such as:  

- Increase of minimum salary rate and consequent increase of salary tax amount paid by entrepreneurs 

per each officially registered employee;  

- Increase of unified social tax rate;  

- Increase of utility payments that significantly increases the self-cost of production; 

- Ban for business start-up or development loans granting to population of Luhansk and Donetsk oblasts.   

Conclusion  

All this shows the vulnerability of local population and very volatile position of local business in mentioned 

rayons. Underestimation of this acute problem may lead to significant wrap-up of entrepreneur activity which 

may lead to depopulation or impoverishment of rayons.  


